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1. INTRODUCTION
w x  .Zaleskii 14 developed a new approach to studying the two-sided ideal
lattices of group algebras of locally finite groups via representation theory
of finite groups. He established a 1]1 correspondence between ideals of a
group algebra and so-called inductive systems of modules over finite
. w xgroups . This observation, in particular, enabled him to describe 13 the
ideal lattices of complex group algebras for locally finite groups that are
unions of finite alternating groups. It is now known that this method can
be applied to locally finite Lie algebras and their universal enveloping
algebras. This approach is used in studying the existence of an embedding
of a locally finite Lie algebra L into a locally finite associative algebra.
When L is assumed to be finite dimensional, this result follows from Ado's
theorem. However, in general, locally finite Lie algebras do not have this
embedding property even if simplicity is assumed.
Therefore, it is natural to seek a description of the simple locally finite
Lie algebras for which the locally finite analog of Ado's theorem holds.
The machinery developed below allows one to solve this problem as
indicated in Corollary 5.11, which is one of the main results of this paper.
w xWe observe that, according to a discussion in 15 , this problem is a natural
w  .xanalog of the following problem going back to I. Kaplansky 1965 for
locally finite simple groups: describe the groups G such that the only
nontrivial proper ideal of the complex group algebra CG is the augmenta-
tion ideal.
* This paper was prepared in the framework of an INTAS project, ``Noncommutative
Algebra and Geometry with the Focus on Representation Theory'' and was supported by
 .INTAS and by the Fundamental Research Foundation of Belarus Grant F94-011 .
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Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra. This means that every finite set of
elements of L is contained in a finite-dimensional subalgebra. If the latter
 .  .can be chosen semi simple, then L is called locally semi simple. Observe
that locally finite Lie algebras can be regarded as an asymptotic version of
finite-dimensional ones, and appear in various applications as the Lie
algebras of direct limits of Lie groups. Suppose that L has countable
dimension. This is in fact a purely technical assumption which allows us to
.make the exposition more transparent. Then L can be expressed in the
 .form L s D L or L s lim L where L are finite-dimensional Lieig N i i i
algebras and L ; L for all i g N. Since L ; L , each L -modulei iq1 i iq1 iq1
w may be considered to be an L -module. We use the notation w x L toi i
 :denote this L -module. Let c denote the set of inequivalent composi-i
tion factors of a module c and let Irr L be the set of inequivalenti
irreducible L -modules. Let F be a finite subset of Irr L . We say thati i i
 4F s F is an inducti¨ e system for L ifi ig N
 :D w x L s Fw g F i iiq1
 .  w x.for all i g N cf. Definition 2.9 . It can be shown see, for instance, 15
that there is a 1]1 correspondence between the inductive systems for a
locally semisimple Lie algebra L and the ideals X of its universal
 .  .enveloping algebra U L with U L rX locally finite. This translates the
problem into the language of representation theory. For instance, if L is
simple, then the analog of Ado's theorem for L holds if and only if there
exists a nontrivial inductive system for L.
One can ask whether the class of locally semisimple Lie algebras
contains all simple locally finite Lie algebras. Recently, Bahturin and
w xStrade 3 constructed examples of simple locally finite Lie algebras that
w xare not locally simple. Actually, their arguments 3 can be used to prove
that these Lie algebras are not locally semisimple for the zero characteris-
tic case. Thus, for studying the problem above for simple Lie algebras one
cannot restrict oneself to locally semisimple Lie algebras. In particular, it
is necessary to look for a reasonable extension of the result above on the
1]1 correspondence to a wider class of locally finite Lie algebras. Our
experience shows that it should be the class of locally perfect Lie algebras.
 .This class is radical Theorem 2.6 , and the quotient of a locally finite Lie
algebra by its locally perfect radical is locally solvable. Observe that simple
w xlocally finite Lie algebras are locally perfect 2, Theorem 3.2 and our
.  w x.Theorem 2.8 . We establish Theorem 3.9; see also 4 a 1]1 correspon-
dence between the set of inductive systems for a locally perfect Lie algebra
 .  .L and the set of semiprimiti¨ e ideals X of U L with U L rX locally
w xfinite. This result is similar to Theorem 1.25 in 15 for group algebras over
a field of positive characteristic. The proof is based on the following
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 .interesting fact Lemma 3.3 which seems to be unknown. Let L be a
 w x .finite-dimensional perfect Lie algebra i.e., L, L s L and let F be a
 .finite subset of Irr L. Then codimensions of the annihilators in U L of all
 :finite-dimensional L-modules w such that w s F are bounded by some
constant depending on L and F.
The correspondence established explains our interest in the inductive
systems for locally perfect Lie algebras. The problem of an explicit descrip-
tion of inductive systems for locally simple Lie algebras was investigated by
w xZhilinskii 17, 18 . In Section 5 we extend the notion of diagonality
w xintroduced by Zhilisnkii 17 to locally perfect Lie algebras and prove
 . Theorem 5.7 that a locally perfect Lie algebra has a nondegenerate see
.Definition 5.4 inductive system if and only if it is diagonal. In particular, a
simple locally finite Lie algebra has a nontrivial inductive system if and
w xonly if it is diagonal. This generalizes the result Zhilinskii 17 proved for
locally simple Lie algebras. It follows from the 1]1 correspondence above
that a simple locally finite Lie algebra is diagonal if and only if it can be
 .embedded into a locally finite associative algebra Corollary 5.11 . Observe
 .that diagonal locally finite Lie algebras and only they have nice faithful
representations such that their images generate locally finite associative
algebras. One can consider these representations as a natural analog of
finite-dimensional representations of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. An-
other, somewhat different approach to representation theory of locally
w xfinite Lie algebras is given in 1 , where highest weight modules are
studied.
Let L be a perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra, let S s S [ ??? [ S1 n
be its Levi subalgebra, where S , . . . , S are simple components of S, and1 n
let V denote the standard S -module. Since L is perfect, for each i therei i
exists the unique irreducible L-module V such that V xS s V . Thei i i i
modules V , . . . , V are called the standard L-modules. Let Q be another1 n
perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra. An embedding L ; Q is called
 :  U U 4diagonal if W x L : V , . . . , V , V , . . . , V , T for all standard Q-1 n 1 n
modules W, where T is the trivial one-dimensional L-module and V U isi
 .  .the dual module for V . For example, an embedding f : sl V ª sl W isi
 .diagonal if and only if there exist bases of V and W such that f A s
 t t.  .diag A, . . . , A, yA , . . . , yA for all matrices A g sl V . Assume that
L s lim L , where all L are perfect and all embeddings L ; L arei i i iq1
diagonal. Then one can check that L is diagonal. Observe that the simple
w xlocally finite Lie algebras constructed in 3 are inductive limits of diagonal
embeddings, so they are diagonal. One can show that all simple diagonal
w xlocally finite Lie algebras can be constructed in such a way 5 .
Section 6 contains some auxiliary lemmas about branching rules for
representations. In Section 7 the notion of a Bratteli diagram for a locally
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 .perfect Lie algebra is introduced. In Section 8 Corollary 8.5 we give a
diagonality criterion for locally perfect Lie algebras in the language of
.Bratteli diagrams . In Section 9 we prove a general ``Ado's theorem'' for
 .locally perfect Lie algebras with the trivial centers Theorem 9.4 , i.e., we
describe all such algebras that can be embedded into locally finite associa-
tive algebras.
A motivation for investigating locally finite Lie algebras can also be
w x w xfound in 2 and 16 . We only want to note here that there exists some
parallelism between the theory of diagonal locally finite Lie algebras and
 w x.that of locally semisimple associative algebras see 8, 10 via the notion of
Bratteli diagrams. On the other hand, the questions considered are closely
linked with the representation theory of groups that are inductive limits of
Lie or algebraic groups. Representations of the most natural examples of
w x w xsuch groups were studied by Olshanskii 11 , Stratila and Voiculescu 12 ,
and others.
Notation
The ground field F is an algebraically closed field of zero characteristic.
N is the set of natural numbers. All Lie algebras considered are of finite
 .dimension or locally finite. U L denotes the universal enveloping algebra
of a Lie algebra L. If V is an L-module, then Ann V denotes theUL.
 .annihilator of V in U L .
Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Denote by Irr L the set of
inequivalent irreducible finite-dimensional L-modules. For an L-module
 :V let V denote the set of inequivalent composition factors of V. If
 4  :  :F s V is a set of L-modules, then F s D V . If S is ai ig I ig I i
subalgebra of L, then V xS denotes the restriction of the L-module V to
S. More general, let u : S ª L be a homomorphism of Lie algebras and let
V be an L-module. Then u gives an action of S on V. The corresponding
module is denoted by V xu . Sometimes the symbol u is omitted if it isS
 4clear which homomorphism is considered. If F s V is a set ofi ig I
u  u 4L-modules, then Fx s V x . Denote by Rad L the solvable radicalS i S ig I
of L. Let S be a Levi subalgebra of L and let W be an S-module. We can
 .consider W as an L-module, setting Rad L W s 0. Denote this module by
 4  4W ­ L. If C s W is a set of S-modules, then C­ L s W ­ L . Li ig I i ig I
w xis called perfect if L, L s L.
Let A be an associative algebra. An ideal X of A is called primiti¨ e if it
is the annihilator of an irreducible A-module and semiprimiti¨ e if it is the
intersection of primitive ideals. Equivalently, X is semiprimite if and only
 . y.if the Jacobson radical Rad ArX is trivial. Let A be the Lie algebra
w xwith the basic set A and the multiplication a, b s ab y ba. We say that
« : L ª A is an embedding of a Lie algebra L into A if « is an injective
homomorphism of L into Ay..
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2. LOCALLY PERFECT LIE ALGEBRAS
The basic tool for investigating locally finite Lie algebras is the notion of
a local system.
 4DEFINITION 2.1. Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra. A set L ofi ig I
finite-dimensional subalgebras of L is called a local system of L if
L s D L and for each pair i, j g I there exists k g I such thatig I i
L , L : L .i j k
Set i F j if L : L . Then I is a directed set, i.e., for each pair i, j g Ii j
there exists k g I such that i, j F k. It is clear that L is an inductive limit
of the algebras L , that is L s lim L .i i
 4DEFINITION 2.2. A local system L of L is called perfect if all Li ig I i
are perfect.
DEFINITION 2.3. A locally finite Lie algebra is called locally sol¨ able if
it has a local system of solvable algebras and it is called locally perfect if no
nontrivial quotient is locally solvable.
The following lemma explains this terminology.
LEMMA 2.4. A locally finite Lie algebra is locally perfect if and only if it
has a perfect local system.
Proof. Let L s lim L be locally perfect. For every i g I denote byi
L`. the smallest member of the derived series of L . It is clear that L`. isi i i
perfect, L rL`. is solvable, and L : L implies L`. : L`.. Hence L`.i i i j i j
`. `.s lim L is an ideal of L and LrL is locally solvable. This impliesi
`.  `.4L s L . Therefore, L is a perfect local system of L.i ig I
 4Conversely, let L be a perfect local system of L and let M be ani ig I
ideal of L with LrM locally solvable. Then M s M l L is an ideal of Li i i
and the quotient L rM is solvable. Since all L are perfect, M s L fori i i i i
all i g I, forcing M s L.
`. 4Remark 2.5. By the proof of Lemma 2.4, if L s lim L , then Li i ig I
`. `. `.is a perfect local system of the ideal L s lim L of L, where L is thei i
smallest member of the derived series of L . If L is locally perfect, theni
L s L`..
In what follows, when we write L s lim L for locally perfect L, wei
 4mean that L is a perfect local system of L. The significance of locallyi ig I
perfect Lie algebras is shown by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.6. Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra. Then there exists a
 .locally perfect ideal P L of L which contains all other locally perfect ideals of
 .L. P L is called the locally perfect radical of L. The quotient algebra
 .LrP L is locally sol¨ able.
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`. .  .Proof. Let L s lim L . Set P L s lim L see Remark 2.5 . Theni i
 .  .P L is a locally perfect ideal of L, and LrP L is locally solvable. Let Q
  ..be a locally perfect ideal of L. Then Qr Q l P L is locally solvable.
 .  .This implies Q s Q l P L , forcing Q : P L .
DEFINITION 2.7. Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra. The largest
 .locally solvable ideal R L of L is called the locally sol¨ able radical. If
 .R L s 0, then L is called semisimple.
It is well known that the solvable radical of a perfect finite-dimensional
Lie algebra is nilpotent. Consequently, the locally solvable radical of a
w  . xlocally perfect Lie algebra is locally nilpotent R L l L ; Rad L .i i
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let L be a simple locally finite Lie algebra. Then L is
semisimple and locally perfect.
 .  . Proof. We have to show that R L s 0 and P L s L see Theorem
.  .  .2.6 and Definition 2.7 . If R L s 0, then P L / 0. Since L is simple,
 .  .P L s L. Therefore, it suffices to prove that R L / L. Assume that
 . w xR L s L. Then L s lim L , where all L are solvable. Since L, L / 0,i i
w xthere exist x, y g L such that z s x, y / 0. Let M be the ideal of L
generated by z. Since L is simple, M s L, so x, y g M. Therefore, there
exists i g I such that z g L and x, y g N, where N is the ideal of Li i
generated by z. Take n g N such that z g Lny1. and z f Ln.. Theni i
ny1. w x w ny1. ny1.x n.x, y g L . Therefore, z s x, y g L , L s L . This contra-i i i i
diction establishes the proposition.
Note that a result similar to Proposition 2.8 was obtained earlier by
w xBahturin and Strade 2, Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.2 .
The following notion, introduced by A. E. Zalesskii, is crucial for what
follows.
DEFINITION 2.9. Let L s lim L be a locally finite Lie algebra and leti
 4F be a finite subset of Irr L . The set F s F is called an inducti¨ ei i i ig I
 :system if F x L s F for each pair i - j.j i i
3. INDUCTIVE SYSTEMS AND IDEALS
It is not difficult to show that there is a 1]1 correspondence between
the inductive systems for a locally semisimple Lie algebra L and the ideals
 .  . X of its universal enveloping algebra U L with U L rX locally finite see
w x.15 . In this section we extend this result to arbitrary locally perfect Lie
algebras. Recall that the solvable radical of a perfect finite-dimensional
Lie algebra L coincides with the nilpotent radical of L, i.e., Rad L
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 w x.annihilates all irreducible L-modules see, for instance, 6 . Therefore, we
can state:
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra and let S be
a Le¨i subalgebra of L. Then the map V ¬ V xS is a 1]1 correspondence
between irreducible L- and S-modules, respecti¨ ely the in¨erse map is gi¨ en
.by W ¬ W ­ L . In particular, V xS­ L s V and W ­ LxS s W.
Sometimes we shall identify irreducible L- and S-modules.
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra and let V , V be1 2
 :finite-dimensional L-modules such that Ann V s Ann V . Then VUL. 1 UL. 2 1
 :s V .2
 .  .Proof. Set A s U L rAnn V s U L rAnn V . Then A is fi-UL. 1 UL. 2
nite-dimensional and V , V are faithful A-modules. However, for each1 2
 :faithful A-module V the set V consists of all irreducible A-modules.
 :  :  :  :Therefore, V s V as A-modules. Hence V s V as L-mod-1 2 1 2
ules.
LEMMA 3.3. Let L be a finite-dimensional perfect Lie algebra and let F be
 .a finite subset of Irr L. Then codimensions of annihilators in U L of all
 :finite-dimensional L-modules V such that V s F are bounded by some
constant depending on L and F.
Proof. Let L s S [ R, where S is a Levi subalgebra and R is the
 4radical. Let r ¬ i s 1, . . . , m be the basis of R. Then, by PBWi
 .  .  .Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem, U S is a subalgebra of U L andÂ
U L s U S r k1 ??? r k m . .  .[ 1 m
k , . . . , k1 m
 .Denote by M F the set of all finite-dimensional L-modules V such that
 :  .  .V s F. Let V g M F . It is clear that the image of the ideal U L R in
 .the quotient algebra U s U L rAnn V is nilpotent. Since the idealV UL.
U S l Ann V s Ann V s Ann w . FUL. US . US .
wgF
 .of U S is semiprimitive and does not depend on the choice of V, the
 .  .subalgebra P s U S rU S l Ann V of U is semisimple and theUL. V
 .  .  .same for all V g M F . Hence R s U L RrU L R l Ann V is theV UL.
 4radical of U . We have U s P [ R . Let p ¬ j s 1, . . . , l be a basis of PV V V j
and let r be the image of r in U . Then the elements p r , r generatei i V j i i
R , so R is a finitely generated algebra. Suppose that there existsV V
 . n  n .n s n L, F such that R s 0 or equivalently, R V s 0 for all V gV
 .  .M F . Then it is easy to see that the dimensions of all R , V g M F , areV
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bounded by some constant. Therefore, the same is true for all algebras U ,V
 .V g M F , as required.
 . nSo we have to show that there exists n s n L, F such that R V s 0 for
 .all V g M F . We proceed by induction on dim R, the case R s 0 being
clear. Assume that dim R ) 0. Since R is a nilpotent Lie algebra, it has
 .  .the nontrivial center Z R . As S is semisimple, Z R is a completely
 .reducible S-module with respect to the adjoint action . Consider the
following two cases.
 .Case 1. Z R contains an irreducible submodule Z such that dim Z )
 :  :1. We have V xS s V xS s FxS. Therefore, the set L of weights of
 .the module V xS does not depend on the choice of V g M F and
coincides with the set of all weights of the modules from FxS. Denote by
V the set of weights of the S-module Z. We have the decomposition of V
and Z in the sum of weight spaces: V s [ V , Z s [ Z . Since Ll vlg L v g V
 .is finite, there exists k g N such that kv q l f L for all nonzero
v g V and all l g L. Let v / 0, z g Z , and ¨ g V . Consider thev v l l
element z k ¨ g V. Let h be an element from the Cartan subalgebra of S.v l
Then
k w x ky1 w x ky2 ky1w x khz ¨ s h , z z ¨ q z h , z z ¨ q ??? qz h , z ¨ q z h¨v l v v l v v v l v v l v l
s kv h q l h z k ¨ s kv q l h z k ¨ . .  .  .  . . v l v l
Since L does not contain the weight kv q l, we have z k ¨ s 0 for all ¨ .v l l
k  .Hence z g Ann V. Now consider elements of Z if Z / 0 . Denotev UL. 0 0
by E the linear subspace of Z generated by all elements of type0 0
w xs , z , where a is a root of S, s g S , and z g Z . It is clear thata ya a a ya ya
[ Z [ E is an S-submodule of Z. The irreducibility of Z forcesv 0v / 0
w xE s Z . Thus, the elements of type s , z generate Z as a linear0 0 a ya 0
w x w  . x kspace. Since Z, Z s 0 i.e., U Z is commutative and z g Ann Vya UL.
 .as the weight a is nonzero , we have
kk k w xad s z s k! s , z q z u g Ann V , .a ya a ya ya UL.
where u g Zky1. This implies
2 k k kk k kw xs , z ' y1rk! z u ' y1rk! z u ' 0 .  .  .a ya ya ya
mod Ann V . .UL.
 4Therefore, there exists a basis z ¬ i s 1, . . . , p of the module Z such thati
k 2  .z g Ann V for i s 1, . . . , p and all V g M F . In view of commuta-i UL.
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 . mtivity of U Z , there exists m g N such that Z g Ann V for allUL.
 .V g M F . Consider a chain of L-modules
V = ZV = ??? = Z my 1V = Z mV s 0.
X jy1 jSet L s LrZ, W s [ w, Q s Z VrZ V, and Q s Q [ W, j sj j jw g F
1, . . . , m. Since Z annihilates W and all Q , the modules Q can bej j
considered as LX-modules. The Lie algebra LX is perfect and contains S as
a Levi subalgebra. We have
X :  :  :  :  :Q x L xS s Q xS s Q xS j FxS s FxS .j j j
X :In view of Lemma 3.1, one can assume Q x L s F, j s 1, . . . , m. It isj
valid because we use only properties of weights of FxS. Note that
RX s RrZ is the radical of LX. Since dim RX - dim R, by inductive hypoth-
X X n .esis, there exists n s n L , F , such that R Q s 0 for all j. In particular,j
X n n jy1 j . nmR Q s 0, so R Z VrZ V s 0, j s 1, . . . , m. This implies R V s 0j
 .for all V g M F , as required.
 .Case 2. Z R does not contain nontrivial S-submodules. Since L s S
w x w x w x[ R is perfect, R s L, L l R s R, R q S, R . Therefore, R / 0 im-
w xplies S, R / 0, so the S-module R contains an element r of a nonzerov
weight v. Recall that R is nilpotent. Therefore, there exist a , . . . , a g R,1 t
k , . . . , k g N, such that1 t
k k1 tz s ad a ??? ad a r .  .1 t v
 .is a nonzero element of Z R , but
k q1 k ki iq1 tad a ad a ??? ad a r s 0 .  .  .i iq1 t v
 .for each i s 1, . . . , t. As in Case 1, take m g N such that mv q l f L
for all l g L. Then r m g Ann V. Sincev UL.
mm k m k m k m k km1 t 1 ty1 tad a ??? ad a r s c ad a ??? ad a ad a r .  .  .  .  . .1 t v t 1 ty1 t v
mk k m1 ts ??? s c ad a ??? ad a r s cz , .  . .1 t v
where c , c g F, we conclude that z m g Ann V. Denote by Z thet UL.
one-dimensional subspace generated by z. Then Z is an ideal of L and
m  . Z V s 0 for all V g M F . Arguments analogous to those of Case 1 the
X .inductive hypothesis is applied to L s LrZ show that there exists n such
nm  .that R V s 0 for all V g M F , as required.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let L be a perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra, let F be
 .  .a finite subset of Irr L, and let F F be the set of all ideals X of U L such
 .   . :  .that U L rX is finite dimensional and U L rX s F. Then F F is
 .  .nonempty and has the smallest element N F and the largest element M F
 .  .  .  .  .such that N F : X : M F for all X g F F . The algebra U L rM F is
 .  .semisimple and the algebra M F rN F is nilpotent.
 .Proof. Assume that X g F F . Then X is the annihilator of the
 .  .U L -module V s U L rX. Since the set of composition factors of V is
 .  .F, we have X : M F , where M F is the annihilator of the completely
 .  .  .reducible U L -module [ w. It is clear that U L rM F is semisimplew g F
  . .kand M F rX s 0, where k is the number of composition factors of V.
 .  .Therefore, M F is the largest element of F F . By Lemma 3.3, codimen-
 .sions of all ideals from F F are bounded by some constant. Therefore,
 .every descending chain of ideals from F F stabilizes. On the other hand,
 .  . the intersection of any two ideals from F F belongs to F F again the
.annihilator of the sum of modules is the intersection of their annihilators .
 .  .  .  .Therefore, F F has the smallest element N F . Since N F g F F , we
  .  ..kget M F rN F s 0 for some k.
 .   .4  .It is convenient to assume that F B s U L . Observe that F F is
 .  .  .the set of all ideals X of U L such that N F : X : M F . So we
obtain:
 .COROLLARY 3.5. The set F F is a finite sublattice of the lattice of all
 .ideals of U L .
 .  .If L is semisimple, then for each X g F F the L-module U L rX is
 .  .completely reducible. Therefore, U L rX-module U L rX is completely
 .  .reducible. Hence the algebra U L rX is semisimple. However, F F
 .contains only one semiprimitive ideal M F . Therefore, we get:
<  . < w  .COROLLARY 3.6. If L is semisimple, then F F s 1 i.e., N F s
 .xM F .
LEMMA 3.7. Let L : L be perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebras,1 2
 .  .U L : U L and let F , F be finite subsets of Irr L , Irr L , respec-1 2 1 2 1 2
 :  .  .ti¨ ely, such that F x L s F . Then X g F F implies X l U L g2 1 1 2 1
 .F F .1
  . .  .Proof. Since Ann U L rX s X l U L , by Lemma 3.2,UL . 2 11
 :  :  :U L rX l U L s U L rX x L s F x L s F . .  .  .1 1 2 1 2 1 1
 .  .Hence X l U L g F F .1 1
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LEMMA 3.8. Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and let X bei
 .  .an ideal of U L with U L rX locally finite. Then the set
 :F X s U L rX l U L 4 .  .  .i i igI
is an inducti¨ e system for L.
 .  .  .Proof. Since U L rX is locally finite, U L rX l U L is finite di-i i
 .   .  .:mensional, so the set F X s U L rX l U L is finite. Further, ifi i i
  .  ..  .i F j, then Ann U L rX l U L s X l U L . Therefore, byUL . j j ii
Lemma 3.2,
 :  : :  :F X x L s U L rX l U L x L s U L rX l U L x L .  .  .  .  .j i j j i j j i
 :s U L rX l U L s F X , .  .  .i i i
 .so F X is an inductive system for L.
Denote by IG and LF the sets of inductive systems for a locally
perfect Lie algebra L and ideals X of its universal enveloping algebra
 .  .U L with U L rX locally finite, respectively. Define the map f : LF ª
 .  .  .IG , setting f X s F X , where X g LF , F X as in Lemma 3.8.
 .Denote by LF F the inverse image of an inductive system F.
THEOREM 3.9. Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and let thei
map f : LF ª IG be as abo¨e. Then for each inducti¨ e system F the set
 .  .LF F is nonempty and has the smallest element N F and the largest
 .  .  .  .element M F such that N F : X : M F for all X g LF F . The alge-
 .  .  .  .bra U L rM F is semisimple and the algebra M F rN F is locally
nilpotent. Moreo¨er, the map f produces a 1]1 correspondence between the
wsemiprimiti¨ e ideals from LF and the inducti¨ e systems for L the in¨erse
 .xmap is gi¨ en by F ¬ M F .
 4Proof. Let F s F be an inductive system. For every i g I denotei ig I
 .  .  .by F F the set of ideals X of U L such that U L rX is finitei i i
  . :  .dimensional and U L rX s F . Then by Theorem 3.4, F F isi i i
 .nonempty and has the smallest element N F . Let i F j. Then L : L ,i i j
 .  .  :U L : U L , and, by definition of an inductive system, F x L s F .i j j i i
 .  .  .  .  .By Lemma 3.7, N F l U L g F F , so N F : N F . Since forj i i i j
 .  .  .  .each i, N F is an ideal of U L , we conclude that N F s lim N F isi i i
 .  .  .an ideal of U L . Observe that U L rN F is locally finite. It is clear that
 .  .  .for each i g I there exists j G i such that N F l U L s N F li j
 .  .   .  .  .:  .U L g F F . Therefore, U L rN F l U L s F , forcing N Fi i i i i
 .  .g LF F . Denote by M F the inverse image of the Jacobson radical of
 .  .  .U L rN F in U L . Recall that the Jacobson radical of a locally finite
  .  ..algebra is locally nilpotent. Therefore, the algebra M F l U L ri
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  .  ..  .  .  .N F l U L is nilpotent for each i g I. Since N F l U L g F F ,i i i
 .  .  .  .  .  .we have M F l U L g F F , so M F g LF F . Let X g LF F .i i
  .  .:  .  .By definition, U L rX l U L s F . Hence X l U L g F F . Byi i i i i
 .  .  .  .Theorem 3.4, N F : X l U L and X l U L rN F is nilpotent.i i i i
 .  .  .Consequently, N F : X and XrN F is locally nilpotent, forcing N F
 .: X : M F . This completes the proof.
 .  .  .Note that LF F is the set of all ideals X of U L such that N F : X
 .  .: M F , so the set LF F is a sublattice of the lattice of all ideals of
 .  .  .  .U L . By Lemma 3.7, X l U L g F F for i F j and X g F F , so wei i j
 .  .have a morphism of finite lattices f : F F ª F F . Therefore we have:ji j i
 .COROLLARY 3.10. The lattice LF F is a projecti¨ e limit of the finite
 .lattices F F .i
 .If all L are semisimple, then by Corollary 3.6, all F F are one-ele-i i
ment sets. So we obtain the already known result:
COROLLARY 3.11. If L s lim L , where all L are semisimple i.e., L isi i
. <  . < w  .  .xlocally semisimple , then LF F s 1 i.e., N F s M F for all inducti¨ e
systems F.
4. ABSTRACT LEVI SUBALGEBRAS
DEFINITION 4.1. A subalgebra S of a locally finite Lie algebra L
s lim L is called a Le¨i subalgebra associated with the local systemi
 4L , if S s lim S , where S is a Levi subalgebra of L and S : S fori ig I i i i i j
each pair i F j.
Note that a Levi subalgebra is locally semisimple.
LEMMA 4.2. If a locally perfect Lie algebra L has a Le¨i subalgebra S,
then S is associated with a perfect local system of L.
 4Proof. Assume that S is associated with a local system L . Since Li ig I
 `.4is locally perfect, by Remark 2.5, L is a perfect local system of L.i ig I
Since S s S l L is semisimple, we obtain S : L`.. Hence S is a Levii i i i i
`.  `.4subalgebra of L , so S is associated with L .i i ig I
It is not clear whether all locally finite Lie algebras have Levi subalge-
bras. However, we have:
LEMMA 4.3. Locally finite Lie algebras of countable dimensions ha¨e Le¨i
subalgebras.
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Proof. Assume that L is a locally finite Lie algebra of countable
dimension. Then L s D L , where L ; L for i g N. Since everyig N i i iq1
semisimple subalgebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra lies in a Levi
subalgebra, for each i g N there exists a Levi subalgebra S of L suchi i
that S : S , so S s D S is a Levi subalgebra of L.iy1 i ig N i
 .It is not difficult to show using Lemma 3.1 that the description of
inductive systems for a locally perfect Lie algebra is equivalent to the
similar question for its Levi subalgebra, so, by Lemma 4.3, the case of Lie
algebras of countable dimension is clear. To handle the general case, we
need to introduce the notion of an abstract Levi subalgebra.
DEFINITION 4.4. Let L s lim L be a locally finite Lie algebra. Fori
 4every i g I select a Levi subalgebra S of L . The set G s S is calledi i i ig I
 4an abstract Le¨i subalgebra of L associated with the local system L .i ig I
Now we are going to introduce the notion of an inductive system for an
abstract Levi subalgebra. For this we need:
LEMMA 4.5. Let L : L be finite-dimensional Lie algebras; let S and S1 2 1 2
be Le¨i subalgebras of L and L , respecti¨ ely. Then there exists an automor-1 2
 .  .  .  .phism u of L called special such that u S : S and u l s l q r l for2 1 2
 .all l g L , where r l are elements in the nilpotent radical of L . Moreo¨er,2 2
the monomorphism S ª S induced by u does not depend on the choice of1 2
such u .
Proof. The existence of such an automorphism follows from the
Levi]Malcev theorem. For any two such automorphisms u , u and any1 2
 .  .  .  .  .s g S we have u s s s q r s g S and u s s s q r s g S , so r s1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
 .  .  .  .y r s g S . Since S l Rad L s 0, we have r s s r s and u s s2 2 2 2 1 2 1
 .u s for all s g S .2 2
 4DEFINITION 4.6. Let G s S be an abstract Levi subalgebra ofi ig I
 4L s lim L , C be a finite subset of Irr S . The set C s C is called ani i i i ig I
 u i j:inducti¨ e system for G , if C x s C for each pair i F j where u :j S i i ji
S ª S is the monomorphism described by Lemma 4.5.i j
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let L , L , S , S , and u be as in Lemma 4.5. Let1 2 1 2
also L and L be perfect and V be an irreducible L -module, W s V xS .1 2 2 2
 :  u :  :  u :Then V x L s W x ­ L and V x L xS s W x .1 S 1 1 1 S1 1
 .  .   ..Proof. Since V is irreducible, Rad L V s 0, so u s ¨ s s q r s ¨2
s s¨ for all s g S , ¨ g V. hence W xu s V u s V xS and, applying1 S S 11 1
Lemma 3.1, we obtain the required equalities.
 4COROLLARY 4.8. Let G s S be an abstract Le¨i subalgebra of Li ig I
s lim L . Then for each triple i F j F k and each irreducible S -module Wi k
 u i k:  u jk: u i j:we ha¨e W x s W x x .S S Si j i
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 :  : :Proof. Set V s W ­ L . It is clear that V x L s V x L x L . Byk i j i
Proposition 4.7,
 :  u i k:V x L xS s W x ,i i Si
 : :  : : u i j:  u jk: u i j:V x L x L xS s V x L xS x s W x x ,j i i j j S S Si j i
so the statement follows.
In view of Proposition 4.7 and Lemma 3.1, we can state:
THEOREM 4.9. Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and leti
 4  4G s S be an abstract Le¨i subalgebra of L. Then the map F s Fi ig I i ig I
 4¬ FxG s F xS is a 1]1 correspondence between the inducti¨ ei i ig I
  4systems for L and those for G the in¨erse map is gi¨ en by C s C ¬i ig I
 4 .C­ L s C ­ L .i i ig I
Since we deal only with systems of modules over an abstract Levi
 4subalgebra G s S , Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 enable us toi ig I
assume that S is a ``subalgebra'' of S for i - j, so one handles abstracti j
 .Levi subalgebras in the same manner as ordinary ones Definition 4.1 . In
 u i j:particular, we often omit the symbol u in W x , where W is ani j Si
S -module. By Proposition 4.7, the branching rules for an abstract Levij
 4subalgebra G s S do not depend on the choice of S , so in whati ig I i
follows we do not distinguish abstract Levi subalgebras associated with the
same local system.
5. DIAGONAL LIE ALGEBRAS
 4Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and let G s S bei i ig I
 4 1 2 nian abstract Levi subalgebra associated with L . Let S , S , . . . , S bei ig I i i i
the simple components of S , i.e., S s S1 [ S2 [ ??? [ Sni. Recall thati i i i i
 .each irreducible S -module M can be written in the canonical formi
M s M m ??? m M , where M is an irreducible S -module such that1 n k iik  l:  l4 lM xS is irreducible and M xS s T for l / k, where T is thek i k i i i
trivial one-dimensional Sl-module. Denote by V k the standard module fori i
classical Sk and the module of the minimal dimension for exceptional Sk.i i
We shall identify this module with the corresponding irreducible S -mod-i
 l .  1 2 ni4ule such that all S act trivially for l / k . Put V s V , V , . . . , V ,i i i i i
 : k  k:  k:T s D V xS , and T s D V xS s T xS .i jG i j i i jG i j i i i
 4DEFINITION 5.1. An abstract Levi subalgebra G s S is calledi ig I
 kdiagonal if the set T is finite for each i g I or equivalently, T is finitei i
.for each i g I and each k s 1, . . . , n ; otherwise G is called nondiagonal.i
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DEFINITION 5.2. A locally perfect Lie algebra L s lim L is calledi
 .   4 .diagonal nondiagonal with respect to the local system L if ani ig I
 4abstract Levi subalgebra G associated with the local system L isi ig I
 .diagonal nondiagonal .
Observe, that the notion of diagonality in Definition 5.2 does not
depend on the choice of an abstract Levi subalgebra G of L associated
 .with the given local system see the remarks at the end of Section 4 , but
Definition 5.2 permits L to be diagonal and nondiagonal simultaneously
 .with respect to the distinct local systems . However, we will show below
 .Corollary 5.9 that if a locally perfect Lie algebra is diagonal with respect
to some perfect local system, then it is diagonal with respect to each one.
This implies immediately that nondiagonal Lie algebras are exactly those
which are not diagonal. So one can introduce:
DEFINITION 5.3. A locally finite Lie algebra is called diagonal nondiag-
.  .onal if its locally perfect radical is diagonal nondiagonal .
 4DEFINITION 5.4. An inductive system C s C for an abstract Levii ig I
 4  k:  k4subalgebra G s S is called nondegenerate if C xS / T fori ig I i i i
each i g I and each k s 1, . . . , n ; otherwise C is called degenerate. Ani
 4inductive system F s F for a locally perfect Lie algebra L s lim Li ig I i
 .  4is called nondegenerate degenerate if FxG s F xS is a nondegen-i i ig I
 .erate degenerate inductive system for an abstract Levi subalgebra G of
 4L associated with the local system L .i ig I
 4LEMMA 5.5. An abstract Le¨i subalgebra G s S is diagonal if andi ig I
only if there exists a nondegenerate inducti¨ e system for G.
 :Proof of Necessity. Since G is diagonal, the set T s D V xS isi jG i j i
 .finite for each i g I. Hence for each i g I there exists p s p i ) i such
 :  :that for every q G p we have D V xS s D V xS . Put C sjG q j i jG p j i i
 :D V xS . Observe that C ; T , so C is finite. Show that C sjG p j i i i i
 4  .C is a nondegenerate inductive system for G. Since i - p s p i , wei ig I
 k:  k4have the monomorphism u : S ª S , so V xS / T for k si p i p p i i
 k:  k41, . . . , n . This implies C xS / T for k s 1, . . . , n , so C is nonde-i i i i i
 .  .generate. Further, let i - j. Find q g I such that q G p i , p j . Then
 :   : :  :C xS s V xS xS s V xS s C ,D Dj i l j i l i i
lGq lGq
so C is an inductive system for G.
The sufficiency in Lemma 5.5 we shall prove in Section 7.
LEMMA 5.6. Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and leti
 4F s F be a nondegenerate inducti¨ e system for L. Then for each ideal Xi ig I
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 .  .  .of U L such that X g LF F see Theorem 3.9 , X l L is a locally
 .  .sol¨ able ideal of L. Con¨ersely, if X is an ideal of U L such that U L rX is
locally finite, and X l L is a locally sol¨ able ideal of L, then the inducti¨ e
 .   .4  .   .system F X s F X is nondegenerate, where F X s U L rX li ig I i i
 .:U L .i
Proof. Assume that X l L is not a locally solvable ideal of L. Then
there exists i g I such that X l L is not a solvable ideal of L . Hencei i
X l S / 0 for a Levi subalgebra S of L , so Sk ; X for some k.i i i i
Therefore,
 k:  k: kF xS s U L rX l U L xS s T . .  .  4i i i i i i
 4It follows that FxG is degenerate, where G s S is an abstract Levii ig I
subalgebra of L, so F is degenerate too.
Conversely, assume that X l L is a locally solvable ideal of L. Then
X l S s 0 for all i g I. Therefore,i
 k:  k: kF X xS s U L rX l U L xS / T .  .  .  4i i i i i i
 .for each i g I, k s 1, . . . , n , so F X is nondegenerate.i
 .Let F be a degenerate inductive system for L and let X g LF F .
Then by Lemma 5.6, X l L is not a locally solvable ideal of L. Assume
 .that L is simple. Then L ; X, so X is the augmentation ideal of U L
 .  .i.e., the ideal generated by L . Hence F s F X is the trivial inductive
 4system for L, i.e., F s T , i g I. So we conclude that all nontriviali i
inductive systems for a simple locally finite Lie algebra are nondegenerate.
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
 4THEOREM 5.7. Let L be a locally perfect Lie algebra and let L be ai ig I
perfect local system of L. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .   4 .a L is diagonal with respect to L .i ig I
 . b There exists a nondegenerate inducti¨ e system for L with respect to
 4 .L .i ig I
 .  .  .c There exists an ideal X of U L such that U L rX is locally finite
and L l X is a locally sol¨ able ideal of L.
 .d There exists a locally sol¨ able ideal R of L such that LrR can be
embedded into a locally finite associati¨ e algebra.
 .  .Proof. The equivalence a m b follows from Definition 5.2, Defini-
 .  .tion 5.4, and Lemma 5.5. The equivalence b m c follows from Lemma
 .  .5.6. The equivalence c m d is obvious.
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Remark 5.8. It is not difficult to see that one can assume the ideal X
 .  .in c to be semiprimitive and the associative algebra in d to be semisim-
ple.
The following statement eliminates the shortcoming in Definition 5.2.
COROLLARY 5.9. If a locally perfect Lie algebra is diagonal with respect to
some local system, then it is diagonal with respect to each one.
 .  .Proof. This follows from the equivalence a m c in the Theorem 5.7.
If L is semisimple, then it does not contain locally solvable ideals.
Therefore, we have:
COROLLARY 5.10. A semisimple locally perfect Lie algebra can be embed-
ded into a locally finite associati¨ e algebra if and only if it is diagonal.
From Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 2.8 we immediately obtain:
COROLLARY 5.11. A simple locally finite Lie algebra can be embedded
into a locally finite associati¨ e algebra if and only if it is diagonal.
6. BRANCHING
We need to introduce a bit of notation. Throughout this section, h and
g denote finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras of ranks m and n,
 .respectively rk h s m, rk g s n . It is convenient for us to denote by m
 .  .and n resp., l and h weights of h resp., g and simultaneously
 .irreducible h-modules resp., g-modules with corresponding highest
 .weights if these weights are dominant . Denote by v , . . . , v the funda-1 m
mental weights of h , by p , . . . , p those of g , and by a , . . . , a the1 n 1 m
simple roots of h we label simple roots and fundamental weights as in
w x. 7 . By v , p we mean the zero weights or the trivial one-dimensional0 0
.modules of the corresponding algebras. Define two linear functions d and
s on weights of h , writing down their values on the fundamental weights.
 .  .In the following list s v s p , d v s q , 1 F i F m, is abbreviated byi i i i
 .  .s s p , . . . , p , d s q , . . . , q . Put1 m 1 m
s s 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, 1 , d s 1, 2, . . . , k , k , . . . , 2, 1 , A .  .  .2 k
s s 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, 1 , d s 1, 2, . . . , k q 1, . . . , 2, 1 , A .  .  .2 kq1
s s 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, 1 , d s 1, 2, . . . , m y 2, m y 1, m , .  .
C , m G 2 .m
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1 w xs s 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1, , d s 1, 2, . . . , m y 2, m y 1, mr2 , . .2
B , m G 3 .m
1 1s s 1, 1, . . . , 1, , , d s 1, 2, . . . , 2k y 2, k y 1, k , . .2 2
D , k G 2 .2 k
1 1s s 1, 1, . . . , 1, , , d s 1, 2, . . . , 2k y 1, k , k , . .2 2
D , k G 2 .2 kq1
s s d s 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2 , E .  .6
s s d s 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 , E .  .7
s s d s 4, 5, 7, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 , E .  .8
s s d s 2, 3, 2, 1 , F .  .4
s s d s 1, 2 . G .  .2
 .  .It is not difficult to check that d a G 0 and s a G 0 for allp p
 .p s 1, . . . , m. Note that for classical h we have d a ) 0 only in thep
following cases:
d a s d a s 1, A .  .  .k kq1 2 k
d a s 2, A .  .kq1 2 kq1
d a s 2, C .  .m m
d a s 1, B , B .  .2 k 2 k 2 kq1
d a s 2, D .  .2 k 2 k
d a s d a s 1. D .  .  .2 k 2 kq1 2 kq1
w xNotice that the function similar to d was introduced by Zhilinskii 17 ,
who also proved Lemma 6.7 stated below. In order to ensure the complete-
ness of the exposition, we give here his arguments with some modifica-
.tion .
Let a permutation t of the fundamental weights of h correspond to the
nontrivial automorphism of the Dynkin diagram for h of type A , D ,m 2 kq1
 .or E , and let t s 1 for other h. For any weight m s a v of h set6 i i
 .m s a v . Recall that m s yw m , where w is the longest elementÃ Ãt  i. i 0 0
of the corresponding Weyl group. Note that for dominant m the module mÃ
is dual to m, i.e., m* s m.Ã
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The definition of d and s yields the following properties immediately.
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let m be a weight of h.
 .  .  .a d m G 0 and s m G 0 for dominant m. Moreo¨er, if m is
1 .  .nonzero dominant, then d m G 1 and s m G .2
 .  .  .  .b s m F d m F ms m for dominant m.
 .  .  .  .  .c d m s d m and s m s s m .Ã Ã
To avoid repetitions, sometimes we shall use the symbol x to denote
both d and s . Let V be an h-module with the set of weights M. Set
Ã .   .4  4x V s sup x m . It is well known that M s m ¬ m g M is the setÃh m g M
 .of weights of the dual module V *. Therefore, in view of Proposition 6.1 c ,
 .  .  4we have x V * s x V . If F s V is a set of h-modules, seth h i ig I
 .   .4  .  :.x F s sup x V . It is clear that x V s x V . Let m and nh h i ig I h h
be weights of h such that m y n is the sum of positive roots. Since
 .  .  .x a G 0 for all simple roots a , we have x m G x n . Consequently, if
 .  .m is an irreducible h-module, then x m s x m . Let u be a monomor-h
 .phism of h into g in what follows we write simply h ª g and let V be a
 .  .g-module. Set x V s x V xh . So we have defined the function x onh h h
w  .  .xthe dominant weights of g by means of x l s x lxh . Note thath h
Ã Ã .  .  .x l s x l since the modules l and l* are isomorphic . Show thath h
this function is additive on the set of dominant weights of g. Let L, H,
and S be the sets of weights of irreducible g-modules l, h, and l q h,
w xrespectively. Then, according to 7, Section 8.7.4 , L q H s S. We can
assume that a Cartan subalgebra of h is contained in that of g. Therefore,
we have a homomorphism e of the group of weights of g onto that of h.
 .  .  .  .  .  .Consequently, e L q e H s e S , where e L , e H , and e S are the
 .sets of weights of the h-modules lxh , hxh , and l q h xh , respec-
tively. Hence
x l q h s sup x g 4 .  .  .gge Sh
s sup x m q sup x n s x l q x h , 4  4 .  .  .  . .  .mge L nge H h h
so we have proved that the functions d and s are additive on dominanth h
weights of g.
 4Let dim p s N, ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a basis of the g-module p consisting of1 1 N 1
 .weight vectors, l be the weight of ¨ with respect to g , m s e l bek k k k
the weight of ¨ with respect to h , and l s yl for g of type B ,k Nq1yk k n
 .C , and D this forces, in particular, m s ym . Recall that eachn n Nq1yk k
module having a weight m has also a weight ym with the same multiplic-Ã
 .  .  .  .ity. Since x ym s yx m , we can suppose that x m s yx m .Ã Nq1yk k
Moreover, we shall always assume, unless otherwise stated, that m is1
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 .  . dominant and x m G x m , 1 F k F N y 1 it is not necessary thatk kq1
.  .  .this ordering is the same for both d and s . In particular, x p s x m .h 1 1
 .Observe that x m G 0 for q F Nr2. If g is of type C , then, accordingq n
w x qto 7 , the component p of the g-module H p contains all vectors ofq 1
 .type ¨ n ??? n ¨ such that i q i / N q 1 here q F Nr2 for all 1 Fi i r s1 q
r, s F q. Hence
x p G sup x m q ??? qm ¬ i - ??? - i , i q i / N q 1 .  . 4h q i i 1 q r s1 q
s x m q ??? qm s sup x m q ??? qm ¬ i - ??? - i .  . 41 q i i 1 q1 q
s x Hq p . .h 1
q  .  q .Since p is a submodule of H p , we have x p s x H p for g ofq 1 h q h 1
type C . It is well known that p s Hq p and p s p , 0 F q F n,Ãn q 1 q nq1yq
 .  .  q .for h of type A . Hence x p s x p s x H p . If g is ofn h q h nq1yq h 1
type B and 1 F q F n y 1, or g is of type D and 1 F q F n y 2, thenn n
q p s H p . Set q s q for g of types B , C , and D , and q s min q, n qq 1 n n n
.1 y q for g of type A . We have proved the following:n
q .  .LEMMA 6.2. Let g be classical, h ª g. Then d p s d H p andh q h 1
q .  .s p s s H p for q s 1, . . . , n, except the following cases: g is of typeh q h 1
 .  .B q s n and g is of type D q s n y 1, n .n n
1  .Recall that "l " ??? " l are the weights of p for g of type B1 n n n2
and are weights of p [ p for g of type D . In the second case theny1 n n
weights with an odd number of minuses are of p and those with anny1
even number of minuses are of p . Therefore, we immediately obtain:n
 .  .LEMMA 6.3. Let g be classical, h ª g. Then x p s x mh q 1
 .q ??? qx m for q s 1, . . . , n, except the following cases: g is of type Bq n
 .  .q s n and g is of type D q s n y 1, n . In the exceptional cases,n
1x p s x m q ??? qx m , .  .  . .h n 1 n2
1x p s x m q ??? qx m y x m . .  .  .  . .h ny1 1 ny1 n2
 .  .Since x is additive and x m s x p , by Lemma 6.3, we obtain:1 h 1
LEMMA 6.4. Let g be classical, h ª g , and let l be a nontri¨ ial
 .  .irreducible g-module. Then x l G x p , except possibly in the followingh h 1
 .  .cases: g is of type B l s p and g is of type D l s p , p . In then n n ny1 n
1 .  .exceptional cases x l G x p .h h 12
LEMMA 6.5. Let g be classical, h ª g , and let V be a g-module. Then
1 .  .  .  .  .s V G s p s V . In particular, s V G s V .h h 1 g h g2
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 :  .  .Proof. Take l g V such that s l s s V . By Lemma 6.4 and theg g
 .  .  .definition of s , s p G s p s p for q s 1, . . . , n. Hence in view ofh q h 1 g q
additivity of s we obtain
s V G s l G s p s l s s p s V . .  .  .  .  .  .h h h 1 g h 1 g
DEFINITION 6.6. Let h and g be classical. An embedding h ª g is
 :  4 w  . xcalled diagonal if p xh : v , v , v this forces d p s 1 ; other-Ã1 0 1 1 h 1
wise an embedding h ª g is called nondiagonal.
 .Observe that if d p s 1 and rk h ) 4, then the embedding h ª g ish 1
diagonal.
 .  .LEMMA 6.7. Let rk h ) 10, h ª g. Then d l G d p for all irre-h h 1
 .  .  4ducible g-modules l / p . Moreo¨er, d l ) d p for l f p , p , p .Ã0 h h 1 0 1 1
 .  .  4Proof. It suffices to show that d p ) d p for p f p , p , p .Ãh q h 1 q 0 1 1
 .  .Assume that d p ) 4. Recall that d a F 2 for all simple roots a ofh 1
 .  .h. Therefore, for g of type B q s n and for g of type D q s n y 1, nn n
we have
1d p G d m q d m q d m .  .  .  . .h q 1 2 32
1G 3d m y 4 ) d m s d p . .  .  . .1 1 h 12
In the other cases,
d p G d m q d m G 2d m y 2 ) d m s d p . .  .  .  .  .  .h q 1 2 1 1 h 1
 .If d p F 4, then for m ) 10 we haveh 1
m g c v q ??? qc v q d v q ??? qd v ¬ c q ??? Ã Ã1 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1
q4c q d q ??? q4d F 4 .44 1 4
 .  .  .  .  .  .Therefore, d m s d m s d m , so either d p G 2d m ) d p1 2 3 h q 1 h 1
3 .  .  .or d p G d m ) d p . This completes the proof.h q 1 h 12
 .Let h ª g. Denote by t h , g the number of nontrivial composition
factors of the module p xh.1
 .LEMMA 6.8. Let g be classical, h ª g , c G 1, and t h , g G 2c. Let
 . 2  .also V be a nontri¨ ial g-module and d V ) 4c . Then d V ) c.g h
 :  .  .Proof. Take l s b p g V such that d l s d V . Note thatj j g g
d V G d l s b d p G b , .  .  . h h j h j j
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 . 2so if b ) c, then we are done. Assume that b F c. Since d l ) 3cj j g
 .G c 2c q 2 , we have b ) 0 for some q such that q ) 2c q 2. Therefore,q
1 1d V G d l G d p G d n q ??? qd n G q y 2 ) c, .  .  .  .  .  . .h h h q 1 qy22 2
where n , . . . , n are the weights of primitive vectors with nonzero1 qy2
.weights of p xh.1
LEMMA 6.9. Let h be classical and m s a v be an irreducible h-mod-i i
 .ule. Assume that a / 0 for some p p / m for h of type A . Then thep m
 .  .module m contains p distinct weights n , . . . , n such that s n s s m ,1 p i
1 F i F p.
wProof. Set n s m and b s a q a q ??? qa , 2 F i F p for h of1 i i iq1 p
 . xtype D p s m set b s a q a . It is well known that b arem py1 py2 p i
 :  .  .  .roots of h. Put b , a s 2 b , a r a , a , where , is the standard
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on the weight system associated
with the Killing form. Since
2 m , a q ??? qa q 2 m , a .  .i py1 p :m , b si b , b .i i
a , a 1 .p p :G m , a G a ) 0,p pb , b 3 .i i
 .the module m contains the weights n s m y b . As s b s 0, we geti i i
 .  .s n s s m , 1 F i F p.i
LEMMA 6.10. Let h and g be classical, h ª g. Let also V be a
 . 2  .  .g-module, d p G k , and d V G kr2. Then s V G kr4.h 1 g h
 :Proof. Let m s a v be an irreducible h-module from p xh suchi i 1
1 1 .  .  .  .  .that d m s d p . By Lemma 6.4, s l G s p G s m . There-h h 1 h h 1 h2 2
 .  .fore, if s m G kr2, then we are done. Assume that s m - kr2. Thenh h
at most k y 1 coefficients a are nonzero. Sincei
d m s d p G k 2 ) k y 1 k q 1 , .  .  .  .h h 1
 .there exists p ) k q 1 k q 1 - p - m y k y 1 for h of type A suchm
that a / 0. Hence by Lemma 6.9, the module m contains at least kp
 .  .distinct weights n , . . . , n such that s n s s m , 1 F i F k. Since k F p1 k i
 .y 2 F m y 2 F n y 2 k F mr2 F nr2 for h of type A , we havem
s p s s p .  .h q h q
¡s n q ??? qs n s qs p , q F k , .  .  .h 1 h q h 1~G 1 k
s n q ??? qs n s s p , q ) k . .  .  . .¢ h 1 h k h 12 2
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 :  .  .Take l s b p g V such that d l s d V . Assume that b ) 0 forj j g g q
 .  .  .  .  .some q such that q ) k. Then s V G s l G s p G kr2 s ph h h q h 1
G kr4, as required. Hence we can assume that b s 0 for j ) k. Thisj
yields
s V G s l s b s p G b js p .  .  .  . h h j h j j h 1
k 1 k
s d l s p G ? s . .  .g h 1 2 2 4
So the lemma follows.
The following lemma seems to be true for all classical h and g.
However, to simplify the proof we assume that rk h ) 12.
LEMMA 6.11. Let rk h ) 12, h ª g , and V be a g-module. Then
d V F d p d V . .  .  .h h 1 g
 .  .  .Proof. It suffices to prove that d l F d p d l for all irreducibleh h 1 g
 .g-modules l. In view of additivity of d we need only show that d p Fh q
 .  .d p d p for q s 1, . . . , n. By Lemma 6.3,h 1 g q
d p s d m q ??? qd m F qd m s d p d p , .  .  .  .  .  .h q 1 q 1 g q h 1
 .as desired, except possibly the cases g of types B q s n and Dn n
 .q s n y 1, n . If g is of type D , then p s p . HenceÃ2 kq1 n ny1
1
d p s d p s d m q ??? qd m y d m .  .  .  .  . .h n h ny1 1 ny1 n2
n y 1
F d p , .h 12
as required. If g is of type D or B and q s n, then2 k 2 k
1 n
d p s d m q ??? qd m F d m s d p d p , .  .  .  .  .  . .h n 1 n 1 g n h 12 2
as required. It remains to consider two cases:
 .  .I g is of type B q s n ;2 kq1
 .  .II g is of type D q s n y 1 .2 k
 .  .  .  .  .Put D s d m q ??? qd m and D s d m q ??? qd m y d m .1 1 n 2 1 ny1 n
 .  .  .  .  .We have to prove that D F n y 1 d m in I and D F n y 2 d m1 1 2 1
 .in II . The choice of the ordering of m shows that there exists p such thati
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 . wd m / 0 for 1 F i F p, N y p q 1 F i F N N s 2n q 1 s 4k q 3 ini
 .  .x  . wI and N s 2n s 4k in II , and d m s 0 otherwise. Observe thati
 .  . xd m s 0 in I . Therefore, if the module p xh contains more thannq1 1
 . w  .xone weight m such that d m s 0 more than two such weights for II ,
 . w  .  .  .xthen d m s 0 d m s d m s 0 for II and we are done. Assumen ny1 n
this is false. Consider the following cases.
 .Case 1. h is of type A , B , or D . Then d a s 0, 1 for all simple2 l m 2 lq1
roots a of h. Let L be the set of weights of an irreducible h-module m. It
is clear that
d n ¬ n g L s yd m , yd m q 1, . . . , d m y 1, d m . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
Therefore, each composition factor of p xh contains a weight n such1
 .that d n s 0. Hence by the remark above, p is an irreducible h-module1
 .  .in I or the length of the module p xh is at most 2 in II . Consider the1
following subcases.
 .  .  :a d m s 1. Then h ª g is a diagonal embedding, i.e., p xh :1 1
 4  .v , v , v . In I we have p xh s v or v , so h s g and we are done.Ã Ã0 1 1 1 1 1
 .  4Consider the case II . First assume that h is of type A . Then v , v :Ã2 l 1 1
 :p xh . Since the length of p xh is at most 2, we have p xh s v [ v .Ã1 1 1 1 1
However, this is impossible as dim v [ v s 4 l q 2 / 4k s dim p . As-Ã1 1 1
sume that h has type D . Then the module v contains two weights m2 lq1 1
w  .x  .m s " v y v such that d m s 0. Therefore, the length of p xhmy 1 m 1
is at most 1, i.e., p is an irreducible h-module with respect to the natural1
embedding h ª g , but this is impossible since 2 l q 1 / 2k. Assume that
h has type B . Since dim v s 2m q 1 and dim p s 4k, the multiplicitym 1 1
of the module v in p xh is 1, forcing p xh s v [ v . Therefore, we1 1 1 1 0
have the natural embedding B ª D . Recall that "a and 0 are2 ky1 2 k m
 .weights of the module v . Since m s 2k y 1 is odd, d "a s 0. Hence1 m
this case is impossible.
 .  .  :b d m s 2. Then n g p xh , where n is one of the modules1 1
2v , v q v , v . It suffices to find two weights n , n , of n such thatÃ1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .d n s d n s 1. Indeed, this forces1 2
D F n y 2 d m q d n q d n .  .  .  .1 1 1 2
s n y 2 d m q 1 q 1 s n y 1 d m .  .  .  .1 1
 .in I and
D F n y 3 d m q d n q d n q d m s n y 2 d m .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 1 2 2 k 1
 .  .in II , as required. Let m be a weight of v such that d m s 0. Set1
n s v q m, n s v y a q m, for n s 2v , v , and n s v q m, nÃ1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
s v y a q m, for n s v q v . It is clear that n , n , are weights of nÃ Ã1 1 1 1 1 2
 .  .and d n s d n s 1, as desired.1 2
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 .  .c d m G 3. Then the module p xh contains weights n , n such1 1 1 2
 .  .that d n s 2, d n s 1. Therefore, we have1 2
D F n y 2 d m q d n q d n F n y 1 d m , .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 1
D F n y 3 d m q d n q d n q d m F n y 2 d m .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 1 2 2 k 1
 .  .in I and II , respectively, as required.
 .Case 2. h is of type A , C , or D . Then d a s 0, 2 for all simple2 lq1 m 2 l
roots a of h. Consider the following subcases.
 .  .a d m s 1. The modules v and v do not contain weights m suchÃ1 1 1
 .that d m s 0. Denote by z the number of trivial composition factors of
p xh and denote by r the number of nontrivial composition factors they1
.  .are isomorphic to v or v . By the remark above, z F 1 for I or z F 2Ã1 1
 .  . wfor II . Consider the case I . By Malcev's theorem 9, Appendix, Theorem
x0.25 , every orthogonal representation of h can be written in the form
Ã Ãw [ ??? [ w [ c [ c [ ??? [ c [ c , where w , c are irreducible and1 s 1 1 t t i i
w are orthogonal. Observe that p is an orthogonal representation of h.i 1
If h is of type A or C , then v and v are not orthogonal.Ã2 lq1 m 1 1
Therefore, r is even. Since dim v s dim v is even and dim p s 4k q 3,Ã1 1 1
we conclude z G 3. If h is of type D , then dim v s 4 l, so as above2 l 1
 .z G 3. This contradicts the remark above z F 1 . Now consider the case
 .II . If h is of type A or C , then as above r is even. Since the2 lq1 m
dimension of v is even too and dim p s 4k, we have 4 ¬ z. If h is of type1 1
 .D , then as above, 4 ¬ z. Since z F 2, we conclude z s 0. Hence d m s2 l 1
 .  .  .??? s d m s 1. Therefore, D s n y 2 d m , as required.2 k 2 1
 .  .  :  .  .b d m s 2, 3, 4, 5. Take n g p xh such that d n s d m . Since1 1 h 1
rk h ) 12, n has the form n s c v q ??? qc v q d v q ??? qd v withÃ Ã1 1 5 5 1 1 5 5
 .c q ??? q5c q d q ??? q5d s d m . It suffices to find three weights1 5 1 5 1
 .  .  . n , n , n of n such that d n s d n s d n s 0 then we are done, by1 2 3 1 2 3
.  .  .  . w  .the remark above or d n s d n s d n s 1 then d m G 3 and1 2 3 1
 .  .  .  . xD ,D F n y 3 d m q 1 q 1 q 1 F n y 2 d m , as required . Set r1 2 1 1
s c q ??? q5c and l s d q ??? q5d . Then the set of weights of the1 5 1 5
r l  .module H v m H v lies in that of n . Observe that r q l s d m F 5.Ã1 1 1
Set r s v and r s v y a y ??? ya , i s 1, . . . , 6. Then r and yr ,Ã0 1 i 1 1 i i i
i s 0, . . . , 6, are weights of v , and r and yr , i s 0, . . . , 6, are weights ofÃ1 i i
 .  .  .  .v . Observe that d r s d r s 1 and d yr s d yr s y1. SetÃ Ã Ã1 i i i i
 4n s t q ??? qt , j s 1, 2, 3, where t g r , yr , r , yr . It isÃ Ãj jy1 jqrqly2 k k k k k
clear that we can choose t in such a way that n are weights ofk j
t l  .  .H v m H v consequently, of n and d n s 0 or 1. So we completeÃ1 1 j
this subcase.
 .  .c d m G 6. Then the module p xh contains weights m , m , m such1 1 r s t
 .  .  .  .  .that d m s 4, d m s 2, d m s 0 for even d m , and d m s 5,r s t 1 r
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 .  .  .d m s 3, d m s 1 for odd d m . In the first case we haves t 1
D F n y 2 d m q d m q d m s n y 2 d m q 4 q 2 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 r s 1
F n y 1 d m , .  .1
D F n y 3 d m q d m q d m q d m F n y 2 d m .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 r s t 1
 .  .in I and II , respectively. In the second case,
D F n y 2 d m q d m q d m s n y 2 d m q 3 q 1 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 s t 1
- n y 1 d m .  .1
 .  .  .  . for I . Consider II . If t / 2k, then D F n y 3 d m q 3 q 1 - n y2 1
.  .  .  . 2 d m . If t s 2k, then D F n y 3 d m q 5 q 3 y 1 - n y1 2 1
.  .2 d m , so the lemma follows.1
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let h and g be classical, h ª g be a diagonal
embedding, and V be a g-module.
 .  .  .a If rk h ) 12, then d V F d V .h g
 .  .  .b s V G s V .h g
 .  .  .  .c If t h , g s 1, then s V s s V .h g
 .Proof. a follows from Lemma 6.11.
 .  .b Since h ª g is diagonal, we have s p s 1. Therefore, byh 1
 .  .Lemma 6.5, s V G s V .h g
 .  .  .  .c In view of b it suffices to show that s V F s V . Sinceh g
 .t h , g s 1, we have p xh s n [ v [ ??? [ v , where n s v , v . Re-Ã1 0 0 1 1
 .  .  .  .call that s a s s a s 1. Therefore, s m s 1, s m s ??? sÃ1 1 1 2
 .  .  .s m s 0. Hence by Lemma 6.3, we have s p s s p , 1 F q F n.n h q g q
 :  .  .Take l g V such that s l s s V . In view of additivity of s ,h h
 .  .  .  .s V s s l s s l F s V .h h g g
Let m be a nontrivial irreducible h-module. Estimate the dimension of
w xm. By Weyl's formula 7 ,
 :m q r , a
dim m s ,  :r , aa)0
 .where r is the sum of the fundamental weights of h. Denote by a s a h
 .  :the number of positive roots of h. Choose b s b h such that m q r, a
 .- bd m for all dominant nonzero m and all positive roots a . Since
 :  .a  .r, a does not depend on m, we have dim m - cd m for some c s c h .
Set x s 2c and y s a q 1. Note that y G 2.
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 .  .LEMMA 6.13. Let g be classical, h ª g , x s x h , and y s y h be as
 .  . y abo¨e, and let V be a nontri¨ ial g-module. Then d V - xd p t h ,h h 1
.  .g s V .g
 .  . yy1Proof. By the remark above, dim m - xr2 d p for all m gh 1
 :  .  . yy1  .p xh . Therefore, p xh contains less than xr2 d p t h , g base1 1 h 1
vectors of nonzero weights. Hence by Lemma 6.3,
x yy1
d p F d m q ??? qd m - d p t h , g d p .  .  .  .  .  .h q 1 q h 1 h 12
x ys d p t h , g .  .h 12
 :  .  .for q s 1, . . . , n. Take l s b p g V such that d l s d V . Thenj j h h
x y
d V s d l s b d p - b d p t h , g .  .  .  .  . . h h j h j j h 12
yF xd p t h , g s V , .  .  .h 1 g
as required.
  . 4Set d s sup d p ¬ h ª g , n s rk g F 12, 1 F j F n .h j
LEMMA 6.14. Let rk g F 12, h ª g , and let V be a g-module. Then
 .  .  .  .d V F dd V and d V F 2 ds V .h g h g
 :  .  .  .Proof. Take l s b p g V such that d l s d V . Then d Vj j h h h
 .  .  .  .s d l s b d p F db . Since b F 2s l F 2s V and b Fh j h j j j g g j
 .  .d l F d V , we obtain the required bounds.g g
Denote by r the trivial one-dimensional module for a simple Lie0
algebra s.
LEMMA 6.15. Let g be of type B or D , rk h G 4, and h [ s ª g.n n
 :  4  :  4 Suppose that M xh / v and M xs / r for some M g p xh0 0 1
:  :  4  :  4 [ s . Then N xh / v and N xs / r for some N g p xh [0 0
:s , where p s p for g of type B and p s p , p for g of type D .n n ny1 n n
 4Proof. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a weight basis of the module p , l be the1 N 1 i
weight of ¨ with respect to g , and m be the weight of ¨ with respect toi i i
h [ s. We can assume that l s yl and m s ym . Recalli Nq1yi i Nq1yi
 X Y .that we can write each weight m of h [ s in the form m s m , m , where
mX and mY are weights of h and s , respectively. It is clear that if
 :  4  :  4V xh / v and V x s / r for some simple h [ s-module V,0 0
 X Y . X Ythen V contains a weight m s m, m such that m , m are nonzero
dominant weights. Conversely, if a simple h [ s-module V contains a
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 X Y . X Y  :  4weight m s m , m with nonzero m , m , then V xh / v and0
 :  4  X Y .V xs / r . Therefore, it suffices to find a weight m s m , m such0
that mX, mY are nonzero. Since rk h G 4, the module M xh contains five
distinct weights n , . . . , n . Denote by r the highest weight of M xs.1 5
 .Observe that r / 0. Then M xh [ s contains the weights n , r , . . . ,1
 .  .n , r . We can assume that n , r s m , i s 1, . . . , 5. Set j s m5 i i 6
q ??? qm ,n
1j s m y m y m q m q m q j , .1 1 2 3 4 52
1j s ym q m y m q m q m q j , .2 1 2 3 4 42
1j s m y m y m y m y m q j , .3 1 2 3 4 52
1j s ym q m y m y m y m q j . .4 1 2 3 4 52
Then j , . . . , j are weights of p xh [ s. Observe that j X y j X s j X y1 4 n 1 2 3
X Y Y  Y . Y Y  Y .j s n y n / 0, j s j s j q r r2, and j s j s j y 3r r2.4 1 2 1 2 3 4
Therefore, either j Y s j Y / 0 or j Y s j Y / 0. Since j X / j X and j X / j X,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
we conclude that j X / 0 and j Y / 0 for some i, as desired. Seti i
1z s m y m q m q m q m q j , .1 1 2 3 4 52
1z s ym q m q m q m q m q j , .2 1 2 3 4 52
1z s m y m y m y m q m q j , .3 1 2 3 4 52
1z s ym q m y m y m q m q j . .4 1 2 3 4 52
Then z , . . . , z are weights of p xh [ s. Observe that z X y z X s z X y1 4 ny1 1 2 3
X Y Y  Y . Y Y  Y .z s n y n / 0, z s z s j q 3r r2, and z s z s j y r r2.4 1 2 1 2 3 4
As above we conclude that z X / 0 and z Y / 0 for some i. So the lemmai i
follows.
7. BRATTELI DIAGRAMS
The notion of Bratteli diagram was introduced for investigation of
 w x.locally semisimple associative algebras see 8, 10 . In this paper we adapt
it to handle locally finite Lie algebras.
We use notations of Sections 4]6. Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra
of countable dimension. Then L can be expressed in the form L s lim Li
 4where L : L , i g N. Let G s S be an abstract Levi subalgebrai iq1 i ig N
 4 1 ni kassociated with the local system L . Let S s S [ ??? [ S , where Si ig N i i i i
are simple components of S . A Bratteli diagram of L associated with thei
 4local system L is an N-graded graph B defined as follows. The nodesi ig N
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at the level i of B are in one-to-one correspondence with the simple
components of S , and they are labelled by the corresponding components.i
Two nodes Sk and Sl of the neighboring levels are joined by an edgei iq1
w  k l .x  l k:  k4denoted by S , S if V xS / T . By path we mean an increas-i iq1 iq1 i i
 .  k l m .ing finite or infinite sequence of nodes G s S , S , S , . . . such thati iq1 iq2
 k .all the neighboring nodes are joined by edges. Denote by P S the set ofi
k  k l. kpaths beginning in S and by P S , S the set of paths beginning in Si i j i
l l k  k l.and ending in S . A node S is called S -accessible if P S , S / B. Aj j i i j
l l  l :node S is called critical if rk S ) 12 and there exists M g V xSj j j jy1
 p :  p 4  q :  q 4such that M xS / T and M xS / T for two distinctjy1 jy1 jy1 jy1
 k . lnodes on the level j y 1. Let G g P S . A node S g G is called G-criticali j
l  l :of degree g if rk S ) 12 and there exists M g V xS such thatj j jy1
 pi :  pi 4 k piM xS / T for g G 2 distinct S -accessible nodes S , i sjy1 jy1 i jy1
p1  k l .1, . . . , g, with S g G, and such g is maximal. An edge S , S isjy1 i iq1
 l k:  k k k*4 lcalled nonstandard if V xS ­ T , V , V and rk S ) 12, andiq1 i i i i iq1
k .standard otherwise. Let j ) i and V be an S -module. Set d V sj i
 k . k .  k .d V xS and s V s s V xS . By d-rank and s-rank of an edgei i i
 k l . k l . k l .S , S we mean the numbers d V and s V , respectively. Asi iq1 i iq1 i iq1
 k l. l kabove t S , S is the number of nontrivial composition factors of V xS .i j j i
For the case of a Lie algebra L s lim L of uncountable dimension thei
picture is as follows. For every ascending chain of indices C: i - i - ???1 2
we construct its own Bratteli diagram B the Bratteli diagram of the LieC
.algebra L s D L . By Bratteli diagram B of L we mean the set ofC jg N i j
all B . We say that B satisfy a property P if all B satisfy P.C C
The arguments similar to those at the end of Section 4 show that a
 4Bratteli diagram associated with the local system L does not dependi ig I
 4on the choice of an abstract Levi subalgebra associated with L .i ig I
 4Therefore, the choice of L uniquely determines the correspondingi ig I
Bratteli diagram.
The following lemma is obvious.
LEMMA 7.1. Let Sl be Sk-accessible. Then rk Sl G rk Sk.j i j i
Let i - j and let u : S ª S be the monomorphism described byi j i j
Lemma 4.5. For every pair k, l define the homomorphism u k l: Sk ª Sl byi j i j
means of u k l s p l (u , where p l is the projection S ª Sl. So we havei j j i j j j j
the action of Sk on Sl-modules. Let M be an irreducible Sl-module and Ni j j
be an irreducible S -module such that N xSl s M. Then it is clear thatj j
 k:  k: lM xS s N xS . In view of this we shall identify such S - andi i j
S -modules.j
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LEMMA 7.2. Let i - j and let M be an irreducible S -module. Thenj
x k M s x k M xS1 q ??? qx k M xSn j for x k s d k , s k . .  . .i i j i j i i i
Proof. Write M in the canonical form M s M [ ??? [ M . Since x k1 n ij
is additive on the dominant weights of S and one can identify the modulej
 l:M with a module from M xS , we get the required equality.l j
The next lemma immediately follows from Lemma 7.2
LEMMA 7.3. Let i - j and M be an irreducible S -module. Thenj
x k M xSl F x k M for x k s d k , s k . . .i j i i i i
Now we can prove sufficiency in Lemma 5.5
 4Proof of Sufficiency in Lemma 5.5. Assume that C s C is ai ig I
k k .nondegenerate inductive system for G. Put c s d C . Estimate thei i i
k l. l k l.value of d V , where j ) i, 1 F l F n . If S is exceptional, then d Vi j j j i j
F d, where d is a constant which does not depend on Sk and Sl. Assumei j
l  l:  l4that S is classical. Since C is nondegenerate, C xS / T . Let W bej j j j
l  l:a nontrivial S -module from C xS . Then by Lemma 7.3,j j j
d k W F d k C s d k C xS s d k C s ck . .  . .  .i i j i j i i i i
k l. k . kSince W is nontrivial, by Lemma 6.4, d V F 2d W F 2c . Summariz-i j i i
k l.  k .ing, d V F max d, 2c for all j ) i and l s 1, . . . , n . This impliesi j i j
k k .  k . kd T F max d, 2c . Hence the set T is finite for every i g I andi i i i
 4every k g 1, . . . , n . Therefore, by Definition 5.1, G is diagonal.i
k  k m n l.  kLEMMA 7.4. Let rk S ) 12 and G s S , S , . . . , S , S g P S ,i i iq1 jy1 j i
l. k l. k m .S . Then d V G d V q r, where r is the number of nonstandardj i j i iq1
X  m n l.edges of the subpath G s S , . . . , S , S .iq1 jy1 j
Proof. By Lemmas 7.3 and 6.7,
d k V l s d k V l xS G d k V l xSn G d k V n q e , . .  .  .i j i j jy1 i j jy1 i jy1
 n l.where e s 0 if the edge S , S is standard, and e s 1 otherwise.jy1 j
k l. k m .Consequently, d V G d V q r, where r is the number of nonstan-i j i iq1
X  m n l.dard edges of the subpath G s S , . . . , S , S .iq1 jy1 j
k m . k m .Since either d V s 1 or d V G 2, we can state:i iq1 i iq1
k  k l. k l.LEMMA 7.5. Let rk S ) 12 and G g P S , S . Then d V G t q 1,i i j i j
where t is the number of nonstandard edges of G.
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 k n l.  k l.LEMMA 7.6. Let G s S , . . . , S , S g P S , S and M be a nontri¨ -i jy1 j i j
ial irreducible Sl-module. Assume that rk Sn ) 12 and Sl is G-critical.j jy1 j
k . k . nThen d M G d N q 1, where N is a nontri¨ ial irreducible S -module.i i jy1
 l :Proof. By definition, V xS contains an irreducible S -modulej jy1 jy1
 n :  n 4  m :  m 4P such that P xS / T and P xS / T for some m / n,jy1 jy1 jy1 jy1
where Sm is Sk-accessible. Hence by Lemmas 6.4 and 7.2,jy1 i
d k M G d k V l s d k V l xS G d k P .  . .  .i i j i j jy1 i
G d k P xSn q d k P xSm G d k P xSn q 1, .  .  .i jy1 i jy1 i jy1
  n :.as required taking nontrivial N in P xS , except possibly the casesjy1
of spinor M. In these exceptional cases, by Lemma 6.15, there exists a
 :  n :  n 4  m :module Q g M xS such that QxS / T and QxS /jy1 jy1 jy1 jy1
 m 4T . Therefore,jy1
d k M s d k M xS G d k Q G d k QxSn q d k QxSm .  . .  .  .i i jy1 i i jy1 i jy1
G d k QxSn q 1 G d k N q 1, . .i jy1 i
 n :where N is a nontrivial module from QxS , as required.jy1
8. DIAGONALITY CRITERION
 k .  .DEFINITION 8.1. A path G g P S is called c , . . . , c -admissible ifi 1 5
 .1 the number of nonstandard edges of G is at most c ,1
 .2 the number of G-critical nodes of G is at most c ,2
 .3 the degree of each G-critical node of G is at most c ,3
 .4 the s-rank of each edge of G is at most c ,4
 . m n  k m.5 if S , S g G and t S , S ) c , then the d-rank of the edget tq1 i t 5
 m n .S , S is at most c .t tq1 4
 k m.Recall that t S , S is the number of nontrivial composition factors ofi t
m k k  l k:V xS and T s D D V xS .t i i jG i 1F l F n j ij
k k . 2THEOREM 8.2. Let d T s c. Set c s 512c , c s c, c s c, c si i 1 2 3 4
2  k .  .24c , and c s 2c. Then all paths in P S are c , . . . , c -admissible.5 i 1 5
 k .  .Proof. Let G g P S . Assume that G is not c , . . . , c -admissible.i 1 5
k l. l k k .Show that d V ) c for some S . This forces d T ) c, which contra-i j j i i
dicts the hypothesis.
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 . 21 Assume that G contains more than 512c nonstandard edges.
Then there exist nodes Sm, Sn, Sl of G with t - u - j such that rk Sm ) 12t u j t
 m n.  n l.and the subpaths G s S , . . . , S and G s S , . . . , S of G contain1 t u 2 u j
2 m n. 2exactly 256c nonstandard edges. Hence by Lemma 7.5, d V ) 256ct u
n l. 2and d V ) 256c . Therefore, by Lemmas 7.3 and 6.10,u j
s m V l s s m V l xS G s m V l xSn G 4c. .  .  .t j t j u t j u
 .By Proposition 6.1 b and Lemmas 7.3 and 6.5,
1k l k l k l m m ld V G s V G s V xS G s V G 2c ) c. .  .  .  .i j i j i j t t j2
 .2 Assume that G contains more than c G-critical nodes. One can
suppose that
G s Sk , . . . , Sm , Sn , . . . , S p , Sq , . . . , Sr , Sl , . . . , .i ty1 t uy1 u jy1 j
where Sn, . . . , Sq, Sl are c G-critical nodes and rk Sm ) 12. Hence ct u j ty1
times applying Lemma 7.6, we get
d k V l G d k M q 1 G d k M xSq q 1 G d k N q 2 G ??? .  . . .i j i i u i
G d k P q c ) c, .i
where M, N, and P are nontrivial irreducible Sr -, S p -, and Sm -mod-jy1 uy1 ty1
ules, respectively.
 . l3 Assume that the degree of a G-critical node S of G is more thanj
 l :  pi :c. Then by definition, there exists M g V xS such that M xSj jy1 jy1
 pi 4 k pi/ T for c q 1 distinct S -accessible nodes S , i s 1, . . . , c q 1.jy1 i jy1
Therefore, by Lemma 7.2,
d k V l s d k V l xS G d k M . .  .i j i j jy1 i
s d k M xS p1 q ??? qd k M xS pcq 1 G c q 1 ) c. .  .i jy1 i jy1
 .  m n .4 Assume that the s-rank of an edge S , S of G is more thant tq1
2  .24c . Then by Proposition 6.1 b and Lemmas 7.3 and 6.5,
1k n k n k n m m n 2d V G s V ) s V xS G s V ) 12c ) c. .  .  .  .i tq1 i tq1 i tq1 t t tq12
 .  m n . 25 Assume that an edge S , S of G has d-rank more than 24ct tq1
 k m. m  .and t S , S ) 2c. If rk S F 12, then by Proposition 6.1 b ,i t t
1m n m n 2s V G d V ) 2c . .  .t tq1 t tq112
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 .Therefore, by Proposition 6.1 b and Lemma 6.5,
1k n k n m n 2d V G s V G s V ) c ) c, .  .  .i tq1 i tq1 t tq12
as desired. Assume now that rk Sm ) 12. Let M be an irreducible Sm-t t
 n m: m . m n . 2module from V xS such that d M s d V ) 24c . Sincetq1 t t t tq1
 k m. k n . k .t S , S ) 2c, by Lemma 6.8, d V G d M ) c. This completesi t i tq1 i
the proof.
 .Denote by d the maximum of the value d V for various embeddingsh
h ª g , where rk g F 12 and V runs over the fundamental modules of g.
 k l.  .THEOREM 8.3. Suppose that all paths from P S , S are c , . . . , c -ad-i j 1 5
 k .  k .missible. Let x s x S and y s y S be as in Lemma 6.13. Set m si i
 .  . k l. y nmax c , c , c , d, x and n s 2 c q c q 1 . Then d V - m .3 4 5 1 2 i j
l k l. y n lProof. If rk S F 12, then d V F d F m - m . Assume that rk Sj i j j
) 12. Proceed by induction on n, the case n s 0 being clear. Consider
 l :  l : k .V xS . Let M g V xS . Estimate the value d M . It sufficesj jy1 j jy1 i
k . y nto show that d M - m . Consider the following cases.i
l  k l.Case 1. S is G-critical for some G g P S , S . Let M s M m ??? mj i j 1
M be the canonical form of M. Then by Lemma 7.2,n jy 1
d k M s d k M q ??? qd k M . .  .  .i i 1 i n jy 1
p k k . lIf S is not S -accessible, then d M s 0. Since the degree of S is atjy1 i i p j
most c F m, this sum contains at most m nonzero terms. Therefore, it3
k . y ny1 psuffices to show that d M F m . If rk S F 12, then by Lemmai p jy1
6.14,
d k M F 2 ds p M F 2m2 - m y ny1 , .  .i p jy1 p
as required, so one can assume that rk S p G 12. Since all paths fromjy1
 k p .  .P S , S are c , c y 1, c , c , c -admissible, by inductive hypothesis,i jy1 1 2 3 4 5
k p . y ny 2  p l.d V - m . If the edge S , S is standard, theni jy1 jy1 j
d k M s d k V p - m y ny 2 - m y ny1 . .  .i p i jy1
 p l.  k p .So it remains to consider the case of nonstandard S , S . If t S , Sjy1 j i jy1
 . p  l.) c , then by Definition 8.1 5 , d V F c F m. Hence by Lemma 6.11,5 jy1 j 4
d k M F d k V p d p M - m y ny 2m - m y ny1 . .  . .i p i jy1 jy1 p
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 k p .If t S , S F c , then by Lemma 6.13,i jy1 5
yy ny 2 nk k p k p p 3 y y y1d M F xd V t S , S s M - m m - m , . .  . .  .i p i jy1 i jy1 jy1 p
as required. This proves Case 1.
l  k l.Case 2. S is not G-critical for all G g P S , S . Then we havej i j
k . k .d M s d M for some p. The arguments are similar to those of Casei i p
1. If rk S p F 12, then by Lemma 6.14,jy1
d k M F 2 ds p M F 2m2 - m y n . .  .i p jy1 p
p  p l. k .Assume that rk S G 12. If the edge S , S is standard, then d Mjy1 jy1 j i p
k p .s d V , so we can complete the proof by induction on t s j y i.i jy1
 p l.Assume that the edge S , S is nonstandard. Then all paths fromjy1 j
 k p .  .P S ,S are c y 1, c , c , c , c -admissible. Hence, by inductive hy-i jy1 1 2 3 4 5
k p . y ny 2  k p .  .pothesis, d V - m . If t S , S ) c , then by Definition 8.1 5 ,i jy1 i jy1 5
p  l.d V F c F m. Hence by Lemma 6.11,jy1 j 4
d k M F d k V p d p M - m y ny 2m - m y n , .  . .i p i jy1 jy1 p
 k p .as required. If t S , S F c , then by Lemma 6.13,i jy1 5
yy ny 2 nk k p k p p 3 y yd M F xd V t S , S s M - m m - m , . .  . .  .i p i jy1 i jy1 jy1 p
as required. This proves Case 2, and with it the theorem.
DEFINITION 8.4. Let L s lim L be a locally finite Lie algebra. Thei
 4Bratteli diagram B associated with the local system L is calledi ig I
 4diagonal if for each i g I and each k g 1, . . . , n there exist c , . . . , c g Ni 1 5
 k .  .such that all paths from P S are c , . . . , c -admissible.i 1 5
 .COROLLARY 8.2 Diagonality criterion . A locally finite Lie algebra L is
diagonal if and only if it has a diagonal Bratteli diagram. Moreo¨er, all
Bratteli diagrams of e¨ery diagonal locally finite Lie algebra are diagonal.
Proof. Since every abstract Levi subalgebra of L lies in the locally
 . wperfect radical P L in particular, Bratteli diagrams of L depend only on
 .xP L , one can assume that L is locally perfect. Suppose that L is
diagonal. Then by Definition 5.2 and Corollary 5.9, each abstract Levi
 4 ksubalgebra G s S of L is diagonal, i.e., T is finite for all i g I,i ig I i
k k . k kk s 1, . . . , n , or equivalently, d T - c for some c g N. Hence byi i i i i
 k .  .Theorem 8.2, all paths from P S are c , . . . , c -admissible for somei 1 5
c , . . . , c g N. Consequently, by the Definition 8.4, the Brattelli diagram1 5
 4associated with L is diagonal. Conversely, if the Bratteli diagrami ig I
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 4associated with a local system L is diagonal, then by Theorem 8.3, fori ig I
k k l. keach i and k there exists c g N such that d V - c for all j ) i,i i j i
k k . k k1 F l F n . Consequently, d T - c , so T is finite. Therefore, byj i i i i
Definition 5.1, the corresponding abstract Levi subalgebra G is diagonal.
Hence L is diagonal.
9. ADO'S THEOREM FOR LOCALLY PERFECT
LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section we establish conditions under which a locally perfect Lie
algebra L with the trivial center can be embedded into a locally finite
associative algebra. If L is semisimple, then the answer on this question is
given by Corollary 5.10. In the general case it remains to find conditions
for the locally solvable radical of L.
Denote by Ad L the associative subalgebra of End L generated by allF
ad x, x g L. Consider L as an L-module with respect to the adjoint
.  .action . It is clear that Ad L s U L rAnn L.UL.
THEOREM 9.1. Let L be a locally finite Lie algebra with the tri¨ ial center.
The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 . y.1 L is a subalgebra of A , where A is a locally finite associati¨ e
algebra.
 .  .2 For each x g L there exists a polynomial f such that f ad x s 0x x
 .in End L .
 .3 Ad L is locally finite.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . If 1 holds, then for each x g L there exists a
 .  .  .polynomial g such that g x s 0 in A. Hence g l s g r s 0 inx x x x x x
End A, where l : a ¬ xa and r : a ¬ ax are endomorphisms of A. SinceF x x
l r s r l and ad x s l y r , there exists a polynomial f such thatx x x x x x x
 .  .f ad x s 0 in End A. Hence f ad x s 0 in End L.x F x F
 .  .2 « 3 . Let B be a finitely generated subalgebra of Ad L. We have to
prove that B is finite dimensional. Without loss of generality one can
assume that B is generated by elements ad x , . . . , ad x , where x , . . . , x1 m 1 m
are linearly independent elements of L. Let x , . . . , x , . . . , x be a basis1 m n
of the subalgebra of L generated by x , . . . , x and let C be the subalge-1 m
bra of Ad L generated by ad x , . . . , ad x . It is clear that B : C. Since1 n
 :w xad x , ad x s ad x , x g ad x , . . . , ad x ,Fi j i j 1 n
C is a linear subspace of the linear space V generated by the elements of
type
k k1 nad x ??? ad x . .  .1 n
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 .Since for each i there exists a polynomial f such that f ad x s 0, thei i i
space V is finite dimensional. Hence B is finite dimensional.
 .  .3 « 1 . Since L has the trivial center, the map x ¬ ad x is an
embedding of L into Ad Ly..
Observe that Theorem 9.1 gives another interesting characterization of
diagonal Lie algebras.
COROLLARY 9.2. A semisimple locally perfect Lie algebra L is diagonal if
 .and only if for each x g L there exists a polynomial f such that f ad x s 0x x
 .in End L .
 .  .Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.10 and the equivalence 1 m 2
in Theorem 9.1.
 4Let L s lim L be locally perfect, G s S be an abstract Levii i ig I
subalgebra of L, and B be the corresponding Bratteli diagram. Recall that
L s S [ R , where R s Rad L . One can consider L and R as L -i i i i i i i i
 .modules with respect to the adjoint action .
DEFINITION 9.3. A node Sk of B is called R-regular if there existi
d , d , d g N such that for each j G i one has1 2 3
 .  : k l1 for each M g R xS the number of S -accessible nodes S atj j i j
 l:  l:the level j such that M xS / T is at most d ;j j 1
 . l k l .2 if S is S -accessible, then s R F d ;j i j j 2
 .  k l. l .3 if t S , S ) d , then d R F d .i j 3 j j 2
 .THEOREM 9.4 ``Ado's theorem'' . Let L be a locally perfect Lie algebra
with the tri¨ ial center and B be a Bratteli diagram of L. Then L can be
embedded into Ay., where A is a locally finite associati¨ e algebra if and only if
L is diagonal and all nodes of B are R-regular.
Proof. Since the center of L is trivial, the theorem follows from the
 .  .  .  .equivalence 1 m 3 of Theorem 9.1 and the equivalence 1 m 6 of
Lemma 9.5.
 4LEMMA 9.5. Let L s lim L be a locally perfect Lie algebra, G s Si i ig I
be an abstract Le¨i subalgebra, and B the corresponding Bratteli diagram of
L. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .  .1 Ad L s U L rAnn L is locally finite.UL.
 .  4  :2 F s F with F s Lx L is an inducti¨ e system for L.i i i
 .  :  :3 For each i g I the set Lx L s D L x L is finite.i jG i j i
 . k k k . k4 For each node S of B there exists d g N such that d L F di i i j i
for all j G i.
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 . k k5 L is diagonal and for each node S of B there exists c g N suchi i
k . kthat d R F c for all j G i.i j i
 .6 L is diagonal, and all nodes of B are R-regular.
 .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . Set X s Ann L. By Theorem 3.9, it suffices toUL.
 .show that F X s F, i.e.,
 :  :F X s U L rX l U L s Lx L s F .  .  .i i i i i
w  . xfor all i g I assuming F X or F to be finite . This follows from Lemmai i
3.2 and the equality
Ann U L rX l U L s X l U L s Ann L .  .  . .UL . i i i UL .i i
s Ann Lx L . .UL . ii
 .  .2 m 3 is obvious.
 .  . < : < < : < < 3 m 4 . In view of Theorem 3.1, Lx L s LxS s D L xi i jG i j
: <  :S . It remains to observe that the set D L xS is finite if and only ifi jG i j i
k k . kfor each k s 1, . . . , n there exists d g N such that d L F d for alli i i j i
j G i.
 .  . n j l4 m 5 . Since L s [ S [ R , it suffices to show that L is diago-j j jls1
nal if and only if for each node Sk of B there exists dk g N such thati i
k l. k l l l* kd S F d for all j G i, l s 1, . . . , n . Since S ; V m V as S -mod-i j i j j j j i
ules, we have
d k Sl F d k V l m V l* s d k V l q d k V l* s 2d k V l . .  .  .  .  .i j i j j i j i j i j
k l. k l.On the other hand, by Lemma 6.4, d V F 2d S . The claim nowi j i j
follows from Definition 5.1.
 .  .  45 m 6 . Let i g I, k g 1, . . . , n , j G i. Since L is diagonal, byi
Corollary 8.5 and Definition 8.4, there exist c , . . . , c g N such that all1 5
 k .  . xpaths from P S are c , . . . , c -admissible. ``Add'' a new node S si 1 5 jq1
 .  . xsl R with the corresponding edges at the level j q 1, setting V xS sj jq1 j
k . k x .R xS . It is clear that d R s d V .j j i j i jq1
k  .Assume that a node S is R-regular Definition 9.3 . Then all pathsi
 k x . w  .  .  .xfrom P S , S are c q 1, c q 1, max c , d , max c , d , max c , d -i jq1 1 2 3 1 4 2 5 3
admissible. Therefore, by Theorem 8.3, there exists ck g N such thati
k . k x . kd R s d V F c for all j G i.i j i jq1 i
k . k x . kConversely, assume that d R s d V F c for all j G i. Theni j i jq1 i
by Theorem 8.2, there exist c , . . . , c g N such that all paths from1 5
 k x .  .P S , S are c , . . . , c -admissible for all j G i. Set d s c , d s c ,i jq1 1 5 1 3 2 4
and d s c . It is not difficult to see that the node Sk is R-regular in the3 5 i
sense of Definition 9.3, so the lemma follows.
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We conclude this section by a statement which specifies inductive
systems.
THEOREM 9.6. Let L s lim L be a diagonal locally perfect Lie algebra,i
 4  4B be the Bratteli diagram of L associated with L , and F s F bei ig I i ig I
an inducti¨ e system for L. Then each node Sk of B is F-regular, i.e., therei
exist d , d , d g N depending on i and k such that for each j G i one has1 2 3
 . k l1 for each M g F xS is the number of S -accessible nodes S at thej j i j
 l:  l:le¨el j such that M xS / T is at most d ;j j 1
 . l k l .2 if S is S -accessible, then s F F d ;j i j j 2
 .  k l. l .3 if t S , S ) d , then d F F d .i j 3 j j 2
 .  .Proof. The arguments are similar to those of the proof 5 « 6 in
k k . k .Lemma 9.5. Set c s d F . Since F x L s F , we have d F si i i j i i i j
k . kd F F c for all j G i. Then by Theorem 8.2, there exist c , . . . , c g Ni i i 1 5
 k x .  .such that all paths from P S , S are c , . . . , c -admissible for alli jq1 1 5
x  x :j G i, and where S is a ``new'' node of B such that V xS s F xS .jq1 jq1 j j j
Set d s c , d s c , and d s c . It is not difficult to see that the node Sk1 3 2 4 3 5 i
is F-regular.
If L s lim L is simple, then the situation is much easier. One can showi
w x  45 that for each inductive system F s F there exist d , d g N suchi ig I 1 2
that for all i g I and all M g F xS the number of nodes Sk at the level ii i i
 k:  k: k .such that M xS / T is at most d , and s F F d for all nodesi i 1 i i 2
k k . kS . Moreover, if L is not finitary, then d F F d for all S .i i i 2 i
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